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This publication was written, prepared and
visually designed by Relative Creative.
Pictured: yarning circle on day one of the Gold Coast City Futures Forum.
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about the
forum

The Gold Coast is attracting one of the fastest growing
populations in Australia and has been singled out by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) as
one of the most vulnerable regions to climate change
owing to its geography and settlement patterns.
The Gold Coast Futures Forum facilitated the imagining of an inter and
cross-disciplinary post-carbon transition for Gold Coast City Futures.
Over 2 days, dialogue and mapping workshops based on information
from the IPCC alongside social sciences, urban, technology, energy and
agro-food research enabled community speculation about how multiple
societal systems can contribute to our transition. We came together and
asked, what will need to be designed; envisioned and revisioned, built
and unbuilt, coded and created, manufactured and remanufactured,
cultivated, employed and deployed, grown and degrown, urbanised and
reforested and planned, power struggled and politicised to get to a viable,
healthy Gold Coast future?
We, as global citizens and Gold Coast locals, are at a crossroads. It’s time
to ask, what does a just transition to a green new world look like?
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Relative Creative is a strategic design practice with
a focus on social responsibility, sustainability, critical
research and community engagement processes.
We design communication, strategies, experiences
and events that help people think, talk and mobilise
sustainable futures.

about
Rela tive
Crea tive

We are a passionate, multi-disciplined design studio with expertise in
strategic foresight and systemic design theories, methods and practices.
We work to advance transitions towards more sustainable and socially
responsible ecological, socio-economic, political, policy, governance,
cultural & arts paradigms through our intersecting areas of expertise.
relativecreative.com.au

Tristan Schultz
Co-director & founder

Bec Barnett
Co-director

Naomi Hill
Designer

Paula Hardie
Designer

tristan@relativecreative.com.au

bec@relativecreative.com.au

naomi@relativecreative.com.au

paula@relativecreative.com.au

Salvador Cantellano
Creative producer of
digital media
info@relativecreative.com.au
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post-forum
summary

The inaugural Gold Coast City Futures Forum saw more
than 50 locals, with a wide variety of backgrounds and
professions gather for the two-day event. From the
beginning, with a Welcome to Country by Mark Cora, the
day engaged with and valued Indigenous knowledge
and voices, this is clear through the content layered
onto the eight wall maps as well as in the design briefs,
created toward the end of day two. It is clear that
there is a yearning for this broader acknowledgment
and recognition in the way the city develops, from
recognising our shared history, to learning local
Aboriginal land management approaches, to engaging
with different understandings of community.
Community was a key message throughout the event, general consensus
seemed to be that by building stronger local communities we are better
equipped for meaningful and just transitions as well as stronger in the
face of the impacts of climate change. Overarchingly, there is clear
recognition that a just transition needs to be politically bold and that
the transformations required are political.
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The three design fictions and the corresponding design briefs created on day
two of the forum provide clear starting points for action:

TOOL LIBRARY

ZINE

LIFE ZONES

Tool Libraries connected by a
network of community based
cooperatives.

An independent Burleigh-based zine
sparks the recreation of civil society
and ownership of politics, after which
unions adopt a 4-day work week.

The Fact Pack, a group of high
school graduates, forms in the 2020s
and prepares a resilience plan for
communities to flee to the ‘Life
Zones’ when disaster strikes in 2030.

This idea was already being put into action,
prior to the Futures Forum, by attendee David
Paynter. Design briefs from the Futures Forum
propose action around supporting find a site
for the tool library, the creation of a statement
of position and how to spread the intentions of
the tool library through local media. Embedded
through-out was an exploration of how to
ensure the tool library is seen as a sharing
of and handing over of one generation to a
younger generation and how this knowledge
can be empowering as well as how to
guarantee continued funding.

The concept for a zine drew out of a conversation
that mapped the importance of strengthening
civil society and ownership of politics. This in turn
would inform actions such as engaging with
existing print media, unions and politicians. The
zine itself would provide a space for informed,
interesting commentary from locals focussing on
informing the broader community about topics
such as the four-day work week, just transitions
and the Green New Deal.

The life zones concept draws from the very
real threat posed by climate change on
the Gold Coast including sea level rise and
increased risk of bushfires. The creation of the
Fack Pack provides guidance for a community
level response to the climate crisis as well
as community led action to mitigate climate
change. A further layer to this proposal is the
creation of life zones, safe spaces for the city to
evacuate to.
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where
to next?
Ultimately, the event highlighted
that there is a need for more
conversations and subsequent action
addressing ideas around what a
just transition could look like on the
Gold Coast. It is clear that there is a
ground swell of community members
(including experts) who recognise
the importance of a just transition
and are yearning for spaces where
meaningful action can begin and be
supported.
Where to next? Relative Creative acknowledges
that continuing the conversation at this level is
important and that it is ever more urgent that
these conversations should lead to meaningful
action. Relative Creative is working on what the
next Gold Coast City Futures Forum will look like.

Pictured: participatory mapping session on day one of the Gold Coast City Futures Forum.
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FRIDAY 25 OCT 2019

pro g ram

SATURDAY 26 OCT 2019

MORNING
ARTISTS SPACES
OPENING & COFFEE

YARNING CIRCLE
& FILM PROVOCATION

RAPID EXPERT TALKS

PARTICIPATORY
CITY TRANSITIONS
MAP-MAKING
& VIEWING
THE WALLS
OPEN ALL
DAY FILMS,
EXHIBITS
& ARTISTS
TALKS

PARTICIPATORY
MAPPING SESSION

AFTERNOON
Q+A PANEL TALKS

PARTICIPATORY DESIGN
FICTION SESSION

PARTICIPATORY MAPPING
WALK: RC TO WALLS

COLLOQUIA TALKS
SESSION

FORUM DEBRIEF &
FORUM 2020 PLANNING

EVENING

THE WALLS EVENING: FILMS,
EXHIBITS & ARTISTS TALKS
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D AY O N E O F T H E F O R U M

ya rni ng c i rcle

Welcome to Country
Mark Cora started the day with a Welcome to Country, paying respect to Yugambeh
Elders of the past, present and future.

Film Provocation
Following the Welcome to Country we played a short provocation film by Salvador to set
the scene for the day.

Yarning Circle and Visual Dialogue
With all 50 attendees sitting in a circle, Tristan (Relative Creative) asked everyone to say
who they are and where they were from, before we responded to the question, “What
sort of 2050 do you imagine for the Gold Coast?” using blank knowledge cards.
Slowly, the knowledge cards were added to the centre of the yarning circle. Participants
were invited to move cards around if they felt like it. Then we all stood up to look at what
shape the cards had formed.
In the moving of cards participants felt that the art had transformed from fish to crab
to stingray. As Mark Cora reminded us “stingrays can’t move backwards, only forward”.
There was broad consensus about the stingray shape of the cards.

Why?
Starting the day in this way was important for us. The yarning circle breaks down
perceived hierarchies and gives everyone the opportunity to speak. Using visual
dialogue, an adaptation of connective art shared with us by Uncle Norman Sheehan,
helps to start a conversation about relationality and the importance of thinking about
things as part of a system.

Rapid Expert Talks
Remaining in the yarning circle we heard from Dan Ware, Research Fellow, Griffith
Centre for Coastal Management spoke about the science behind the climate crisis,
particularly local impacts, and Alicia Melonie Jones, local artist and Producer of the First
Nations program for Arts Ablaze, spoke about the importance of ensuring a voice for
First Nations peoples when talking about transition as well as the changing role of art.

Pictured: participants responding to a prompt during the yarning circle on day one of the Gold Coast City Futures Forum.
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Pictured: forum attendees participating in the visual dialogue process used
during the yarning circle. Bec (left) and Alicia (top) flipping cards, Tristan
(bottom right) and participants listening.
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Pictured: knowledge cards placed by participants during the visual dialogue process.
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Pictured: a stingray emerges from the visual dialogue process.
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I hope that
the GC will start to take
environmental responsibilities
as an urgent and serious aspect of
planning and system design. I hope to
see a future where the whole public has been
educated on their responsibility to minimising the
effects of the climate catastrophe. For the council
to continue to expand its organics and green waste
system. For the recycling system to be overhauled
right here on the coast, that can lead to a
new “recycled” for agricultural practices
economy. Be smart and connected to
working with, not against, the
environment.

Our
patterns of
“habitation” have shuffled
from providing refuge for
Food.
capital to homes for people. Icons
Water. Quality.
of the early (21st are repurposed
Relationship with nature. or else torn down - some remain
Technology working with as ruins, as remnants of the era
us, not against us. Education of capital over People. This is
that is purposeful. Diversity
no more.

celebrated infrastructure that
makes sense for people
Connectivity
over profit.
(human to human, other
Ideally...
All
ego-less
schools have
community
where we
flower / veggie gardens,
emerge and connect from
green roofs / walls, grey
Integrated
our hearts. We welcome and
water system, sewerage
productive greens
pumped west to be re-purposed. invite new and old knowledge..
paces. Earth centre
Institutions learn from the bio-regionally grounded city
Percentage of lawn = garden
community and expertise has - increased ecological and place
- schools, shops, all new
Together,
no walls. We are happy literacy leads the way. Increased
buildings, hotels must
collectively, a new
connectivity physically and socially.
and healthy.
localised sustainable community have solar panels
Lots of bikes and walking. Places

has risen from the upheaval
experienced during the 2030’s and
2040’s. Community wellbeing, the
national happiness index and fair
living conditions for all people now
take centre stage. The rights of
nature are held in equal
regard as humans

Energy self
sufficient, sustainable
living, healthy
waterways, no more
high rises, affordable
living, community
gardens

and processes to hold and feel
grief and loss. Collective.
Creative. Emergent. Earth
centered.

Developers
and government at
all levels have to look at
the natural environment as
an asset - not as something
that has to be removed and
destroyed. Respect and care for
our future not just look at
economic gains.

Enhanced
fossil fuel free
public transport. Local
community owned renewable
energy. City farms for food
production. Radically
redesigned education system
and syllabus. Leadership
from local Indigenous
community.

1 mil. people living
well. Planned retreat from
vulnerable areas. Integrated green
space to cool the city and conserve
species. Comprehensive public
transport. Green buildings and jobs.
Mixed economy invading the public,
provate and community sectors.
No poverty, education, learning
and health for all.

In 2050 the GC
will have transitioned
to a coastal dessert filled
with abandoned high rises,
half submerged by the rising
sea levels. South East QLD
is now hot and dry. These
arid conditions are
inhabitable.

Stop:
polluting Earth
and oceans.. Stop: the
promotion of an unfair and
unrealistic dream of paradise.
Stop: unfettered growth. Start:
listening to nature. Start:
connecting with each other
and valuing culture and
different stories.

Pictured: all knowledge scribed by the participants in response to
the yarning circle prompt. Flipped cards (orange) were selected by
participants to be read aloud to the group.
At the tail of the stingray (far left card) is propelled by the quest for
'energy, self sufficient, sustainable living, healthy waterways, no
more high rises, affordable living, community gardens'. At the head
of the stingray (far right card) the vision for 'easy to commute, easy
to breathe, easy to live, harmonious G.C.' was uncovered.

animals to the land, to
A city that
ourselves). Harmony, inclusivity,
strives not for more
respect and gratitude. Living as part but better. Not taller and more
buildings,
bigger
and more polluting
of the broader ecological system
cars, boats, jet skis, more shopping malls and
(as opposed to the current consumption. 2050 Gold Coast should be a place
worldview / paradigm of that is green, clean, sustainable, equitable diverse in
and ecosystems and species. How do
Nations conquer and control). wepeople
get these? After collectively deciding that we

First
A place where
didn’t need everything we have we can share
leading. Caring and
what we can ecologically afford equitably
people have time
National
without leaving anyone behind. The transition
repairing. Renewable
(and can prioritise) to
need not only have costs but provide
parks properly
that will help
make contributions to the
energy. Green jobs and preserved and extended. many opportunities
with a just transition.
Removal of corrupt local
communities that give them
economy. Kids and government
- new political era.
a sense of meaning and
elderly in cities.
Fully developed and properly
purpose
Contesting
dataism. Agile.
Urban. Mobile. Mutable.
Autonomous
ontologies.

- Liberalism you cannot exist within it if
you want to fix it. ‘Just’ from
Western ontology is what
created your problem.

CONNECTED

Clean energy
powered city.
Ecologically
sustainable.
Transitions

A network of
self-governed self
organised communities
each tailored to the
needs of the particular
place and people

funded and efficient public
transport systems. Reversal of
mass, high rise development.
Sustainable, community
focused living.

Local community
focused, with a localised
economy for food and products
and ultimately more shared and sacred
economy and political system that has
high citizen participation and holds political
leaders and corporations accountable.
Energy infrastructure based on renewables
and employment opportunities that
empowers First Nations + regular
Australians to be custodians
of the land.

Just
relocation
of people in the
most vulnerable areas.
Sustainable transport
network. Localised
food networks. 100%
renewables.

2050 the fish are
big because they’ve
been left alone to grow
in a clean sustainable
GC environment

Good
understanding
of different system
connectiveness and how the
‘big picture’ can be understood
to enhance the resilience and
sustainability of individual systems/
whole system. Looking to the past
knowledge from Indigenous
investing and not working
in silos.

Collaborate.
Community.
Working together
with our hands

2050 Vision: fair
+ required distribution
of our Earth’s (bounty) for
the necessary rejuvenation,
growth, rebalancing of our
environment restoring
priority + sacredness
to our Earth.

Participatory
involvement of
citizens. We’ve automated
cars, transport, delivery, and
food security established. Aged
population served by robots and
humans. Human service and
stewardship. Resilient buildings.
Today’s forums have seeded
more forums. The
emergent future....

More
equitable
housing. More
village cities living.
Fairer distribution
of wealth. More
sacred places for
ceremony.
2050 transitioned:
clean, sustainable,
ethical, integrated,
visionary, connected.
Returned.

That my great
grand children see
the Gold Coast the
way I saw it for the
first time as a very
young child

People, institutions
and businesses have a
toolbox of tools and mindsets
that enable transformation
of man made systems and
relationships. Most importantly
these are put into action
quickly enough for a
sustainable future.

The world is
alive and intelligent.
Why can’t we learn
together?

Healthy. Creative.
Wise. Who are the
teachers, who are the leaders.
We are bright, intelligent
activists, unafraid to say no to the
past. We stand up (literally) for
what we believe and need. Land
rights are Earth rights. Where
do we get our info from.

Repairing natural
systems. Restoring
culture and land. Food
harvesting from ocean
and rivers.

Fish + trees,
Fish are trees.
Trees and fish
are related.

Easy to commute,
easy to breathe,
easy to live.
Harmonious GC.
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D AY O N E O F T H E F O R U M

ma p p i n g

Mapping steps
Over 2 hours attendees chose a topic and
held discussions prompted by the information,
research, and provocation presented by each
map. Mapping topics included:
• Post-Carbon Energy Just Transitions
• Green Urbanism Just Transitions
• Restorative & Regenerative
Economic Just Transition
• Agroecology Food Just Transitions
• Politics, Power & Just Transitions
• Transport Just Transitions
• Forced Migration Just Transitions
• Recreational, Civic & Natural
Water Just Transitions
The following pages show each of the maps
in their: original form, post-event-form, and
transcribed form. During the event, attendees
were asked to use different coloured pens in
three stages:
1. Green writing for initial responses and
thoughts to the maps.
2. Red writing for reponses to the provocation,
seen under the map titles on the left.
3. Blue writing for responses to the
2050 question seen on the right of the maps.

Pictured: participants discussing the Restorative & Regenerative Economic Just Transition map.
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POST-CARBON ENERGY
JUST TRANSITIONS

EXTRACT FROM:
OUR POWER PLAN: CHARTING A PATH TO CLIMATE JUSTICE

CLEAN COMMUNITY ENERGY
Developing solar, wind and energy storage capacity on a decentralized grid could create twice
the number of jobs maintained by combustion-based and nuclear utilities. We envision
community-scale distributed energy programs for both residential and local economy needs,
similar to what is being introduced in California...
Extractive energy includes nuclear, coal, oil and gas, waste incinerators, biomass energy and
other forms of energy and fuels that pose extreme risk to human and ecosystem health,
community resilience, economic certainty, and climate stability. The United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) projects that in order to reverse the trend
towards abrupt and catastrophic change, deep cuts in carbon emissions by the most
industrialized nations are essential - speciﬁcally that we must reduce greenhouse gas emissions
(ghgs) by 80% of 1990 levels by 2050. We believe that meeting this challenge is possible – and
we believe that we can only do it by addressing the crisis of economy and creating meaningful
work and livelihoods for the millions of unemployed and underemployed people. This will
require a radical transforma-tion of the economy. But the solutions can be implemented today...
We know that low-carbon industries cost less to build and maintain when sub-sidies and true
impacts are added up. By transitioning from pollution-intensive and capital-intensive industries
to local, labor-intensive systems, we can vastly increase the number of jobs that exist today. A
recent report by the Labor Network for Sustainability, 350.org and Synapse Energy Economics
demonstrates that it is possible for the U.S. to exceed the IPCC target of cutting GHGs by 80% by
2050 and...in the process create a net gain of 550,000 jobs in the sectors of electricity
gener-ation, cars and light trucks, space and water heating, fossil fuel supply and waste
management.4 According to the 2011 study on the waste sector, More Jobs, Less Pollution,
between 10 to 20 times the number of jobs are created through local recycling practices than by
burying and burning the same materials in landﬁlls and incinerators.

CITY OF GOLD COAST RENEWABLE ENERGY PUBLIC POLICY

Energy for
what? and To
sustain
whose
vision of the
good life?

2019

Gold Coast
C i t y F u t u re s
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E X T R A C T F R O M : T h e W o r l d w e M a d e , A l e x M c K a y ’ s S t o r y f r o m 2 0 5 0 . J o n a t h o n P o r r i tt

It’s 2050
Have we made
clean
community
energy and
repurposed
resource,
seperation and
special
management areas
for post-carbon
city energy import,
catch and store

Damian White

Is this enough?

30/09/2019

Renewable energy is 'green' energy that is sourced from natural processes and not created by expending non-renewable fossil fuels. It is a virtually unlimited resource.
Renewable energy can come from the sun, wind, water or other natural processes and producing it generally doesn't cause environmental harm.
While some renewable energy sources have been tapped for a long time, others are still being investigated and City of Gold Coast is taking part in several renewable energy projects.
You can play your part by purchasing renewable 'green' energy from your electricity provider.
We are involved in the following renewable energy projects:
•
cogeneration plant at Elanora Wastewater Treatment Plant
•
landﬁll gas generators at several landﬁll sites
•
green landﬁll waste is sent to Rocky Point Cogeneration Plant
•
photovoltaic (solar electricity) cells located on roof of Commonwealth Games venues and Southport's Broadwater Parklands
•
micro-hydro turbine generator is located downstream of the Hinze Dam
•
hybrid vehicles are part of the City's ﬂeet.

E X T R AC T I V E R E S O U R C E S, I N D U ST RY, C O M M U N I T Y A N D
I N F R A S T R U C T U R E , WAT E R C AT C H M E N T M A P O V E R L AY S

A beginner’s guide to the debate over 100% renewable energy - Vox

?
Looks tough. | (PriceWaterhouseCoopers)

Both sides in this dispute agree that any deep decarbonization scenario is going to crucially involve electrifying everything. Specifically,
it will involve doing two things at once: a) eliminating carbon emissions from the electricity sector and b) moving as many other energy
services as possible (transportation, heating, and industry) over to electricity.

The most practical way for the average household to contribute to the reduction in greenhouse gases created during the production of electricity is to purchase 'green energy' from your electricity provider. For
a few extra dollars per bill, your electricity provider will purchase energy produced from a renewable source on your behalf. This energy does not necessarily power your own home, but it does mean that
more energy from a renewable source is being used, so less fossil fuels are being used and therefore less greenhouse gases are being released into the atmosphere.
Solar Energy
Drying your clothes on a clothes line is a practical example of using solar energy. The sun has more than enough power to sustain our needs. There are two ways solar 'power' can be used: solar thermal and
solar electricity. The use of solar hot water systems is an example of thermal solar energy. Solar electricity uses photovoltaic (PV) cells convert the sun's rays into electricity for use in the home. Excess
energy is often sold back to the electricity grid. The Federal Government oﬀers rebates for those wanting to install PV cells. Contact your local PV supplier for more information.

thoughts?

(Yes, I’m aware “everything” is an exaggeration — there will likely always be tasks that require liquid fuel combustion — but it is, as my
grandfather used to say, close enough for government work.)
Doing that — using electricity to get around, heat our buildings, and run our factories — will increase demand for power. Different models
predict different things, but at the high end we’re talking about power demand growing by 150 percent or more through mid-century.
That means the electricity grid will have to get bigger, more sophisticated, more efficient, and more reliable — while it is decarbonizing.
That is the central challenge of deep decarbonization.
So what’s the best way to get there?
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2017/4/4/14942764/100-renewable-energy-debate
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Wind Energy
A windmill is a practical way to capture wind power. The wind is caught by a bladed wheel called a turbine. Wind driven turbines are now used around Australia to drive generators that produce electricity.
This technology can be used on a small or large scale. The energy from the wind is free but for a wind turbine to produce enough electricity to power homes, it must be located where the winds are strong
and the site is not intrusive, so ﬁnding the appropriate location is important.
The Gold Coast wind resource potential has been investigated and mapped and further research will continue.

Legend
GCCC Boundary

Hydro Energy
Hydro energy For centuries water has been used to spin a wheel to grind grain. More recently, these turbines have improved eﬀiciency and are used to produce electricity. No fuel is required to run a
hydroelectric plant and very few staﬀ are needed for ongoing running or maintenance, however the construction of dams for hydroelectricity can have signiﬁcant environmental impacts.
The largest hydroelectricity plant in Australia is the Snowy Mountains Scheme which generates almost 50 per cent of Australia's total hydroelectric power. Hydroelectricity is not a practical source of energy
for the average household, however it may be useful for rural or isolated communities that have access to a constantly ﬂowing river.
Geothermal Energy
Geothermal energy is energy from the heat of the earth, similar to that seen within volcanoes. It has been used for thousands of years in some countries for hot water, cooking and heating. It can also
generate electricity using steam produced from heat found beneath the surface of the earth. Several large sources of geothermal energy are currently under investigation in western Queensland and central
Australia. No suitable sites are located within the Gold Coast region.

Surrounding Councils Labels
Adjacent Councils
<all other values>

Legend
GCCC Boundary
Surrounding Councils Labels
Adjacent Councils

Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim
<all other values>

Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim

NSW; Tweed
Special management area

NSW; Tweed
Special management area
Resource area / processing area
Separation area
Transport route
100m transport route separation area

Resource area / processing area

Water treatment plant
Community infrastructure
Landfill

Separation area

Motorsport facilities
Sewage treatment plant
Industry interface area

Transport route

Community infrastructure interface area
Agriculture land interface area
Agriculture land

100m transport route separation area

Airport noise exposure area
Dual reticulation

Wave and Tidal Energy
Ocean waves are caused by the wind as it blows across the sea. Waves are a powerful source of energy. At a wave power station, the waves arriving cause the water in the chamber to rise and fall, which
means that air is forced in and out of the hole in the top of the chamber. A turbine is placed in this hole, which is turned by the air rushing in and out. The turbine turns a generator. Tidal power is captured
due to the diurnal ﬂux of the tides. The ﬂow of water turns turbines which generate electricity.
Regenerative Energy
All processes, especially mechanical ones, have inherent ineﬀiciencies. Losses of energy within systems are commonly in the form of heat, light or sound. These losses can be recaptured and stored as useful
energy to be used again. One recent example of this is hybrid vehicles, which supplement some energy by converting the heat produced in the brakes to electrical energy and storing it in batteries.

Water treatment plant
Community infrastructure
Landfill

Water supply buffer area
Woongoolba flood mitigation catchment area
Flood mitigation area
Flood mitigation catchment area
GCCC Boundary
NSW Tweed
Suburbs Labels
Waterway Labels
ADJACENT_LGA

Motorsport facilities

Brisbane City Council; Ipswich City Council; Logan City Council; Redland City
Council; Scenic Rim Regional Council

Sewage treatment plant

Ocean Labels

Tweed Shire Council

Industry interface area
Community infrastructure interface area
Agriculture land interface area
Agriculture land
Airport noise exposure area
Dual reticulation
Water supply buffer area

Cit

Date: 01/10/2019

Woongoolba flood mitigation catchment area
Flood mitigation area
Flood mitigation catchment area
GCCC Boundary
NSW Tweed
Suburbs Labels
Waterway Labels
ADJACENT_LGA
Brisbane City Council; Ipswich City Council; Logan City Council;
Council; Scenic Rim Regional Council
Tweed Shire Council
Ocean Labels
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Sewage treatment plant
Industry interface area
Community infrastructure interface area
Agriculture land interface area
Agriculture land
Airport noise exposure area
Dual reticulation
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EXTRACT FROM: Living Between Nature and Technology:
The Suburban Constitution of Environmentalism in Australia
Though postwar suburbs were an overt driver of economic and technological
modernization, they continued to be spaces in which nostalgia
for nature and disquiet about modernity were embodied. As the practices
of the suburban peasantry were dismantled, suburbs became increasingly
signiﬁcant sites of sentimental encounter with innocent nature –– in the
form, for instance, of non-utilitarian gardening and pet keeping and outdoor
recreation in suburban parks and beaches. As the 1967 Reader’s
Digest Complete Book of the Garden explains, the goal of suburban gardeners
was now to work “together with nature to develop a landscape of
unaﬀected charm, one that epitomizes natural beauties” (cited in Timms
2006, 66). Backyard chicken runs, incinerators, and “dunnies” (privies)
gave way to the demands of entertainment and enchantment. Much of
the infrastructure now vital to the life of Australian suburbs was buried
beneath swathes of lawn, rendering the technological production of the
city largely invisible and apparently autonomous.
EXTRACT FROM: Transition Design: The Importance of Everyday Life and Lifestyles as a
Leverage Point for Sustainability Transitions
[We] can begin to develop narratives and scenarios of future sustainable societies in which
everyday life is structured around nested and networked households, neighbourhoods, cities
and regions. These are the context for the integration of multiple socio-technical sectors and
for the creation of new practices through which needs can be met in integrated and
sustainable ways. We can also begin think about how ‘mindset and posture’ can change: the
design and development of integrated satisﬁers, practices and socio-technical systems
necessitates a more holistic worldview, a posture of collaboration, and a sensibility that
enables contextualised understanding of problems.
CITY OF GOLD COAST THE BEST PLACE TO LIVE, VISIT AND STAY

Is this enough?

Our city provides a choice of liveable places
Regularly amend the City Plan to ensure the city is safe, accessible and can take advantage of emerging opportunities.Consolidate population growth in ‘priority growth areas’, including mixed
use activity centres, urban neighbourhoods, light rail corridor urban renewal areas, remaining greenﬁeld, specialist business precincts and identiﬁed future growth areas.Protect identiﬁed
areas for their distinctive character or lifestyle attributes, including parks, green space, City assets, high value ecological areas or land with rural production and scenic amenity values.Support
the delivery of housing choice to support liveability and aﬀordability in the city. Plan and implement appropriate community facilities for residents across the city.

GREEN URBANISM
JUST TRANSITIONS
What
would
that
society
look like?
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Living, not just surviving

thoughts?

City Plan
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Have we
created a city
scape that,grows
our natural
environment, is
resilient to
climate change
and supports
citizens in the
transition towards
zero-carbon living

?

We live in balance with nature
Support the preservation of the city's natural environment (open space, natural resources and conservation) through a strategic leadership approach to the City Plan and environmental
strategies.Develop and implement plans that encourage appropriate access and use of the city's unique natural areas while maintaining the liveability and amenity of the city.Restore
ecosystems and fauna through weed control, natural regeneration, revegetation, maintenance, education and voluntary programs. Management of the conservation network across private and
public land, including Voluntary Conservation Agreements and the Nature Conservation Assistance Program.Roll out the Beaches to Bushland Volunteer Program working with the community
to restore our natural areas.Develop and implement a Biosecurity Plan to protect local ecosystems; increase native vegetation cover and enhance management of pests to safeguard the city’s
liveability.
We manage our resources for a sustainable future
Implement plans to ensure that our waterways and water resources are managed for the beneﬁt of our city.Promote water eﬀiciency and minimise water waste by reducing water leakage and
improving customer awareness of smarter water use.Manage sewerage systems to reduce impacts on the environment by reducing inﬂow and inﬁltration. Implement a Total Water Cycle
Management Plan which considers all elements of the water cycle including catchment management, stormwater and waterway management and incorporates benchmarking and
measurement of the Gold Coast as a water sensitive city.Minimise waste going to landﬁll by expanding waste diversion programs for green waste, food waste, plastics, timber and wood
waste, metals and construction waste.Expand the range of services at waste recycling centres and optimise infrastructure providing better value for money for residents.Progressively design
and construct a long-term system for safe release of excess recycled water for the city.
We can get around the city easily
Work with the Department of Transport and Main Roads to plan one network transport management solution for the city.Plan and deliver targeted road upgrades that maximise network
eﬀiciency, safety and support Paciﬁc Highway (M1) operations. Advocate for and support the Department of Transport and Main Roads to provide greater public transport service coverage,
service hours and additional high frequency bus routes across the city.Advocate for and assist the Department of Transport and Main Roads in planning and delivering future stages of the
Gold Coast light rail system.Develop and deliver travel demand management programs, that accelerate travel behaviour change, deliver quality infrastructure and provide high quality
end-of-trip facilities that make it more attractive to walk and cycle. Continue to support the free Seniors’ Bus Travel initiative to encourage more Gold Coast seniors to use public transport and
to make better use of existing services.

Legend
GCCC Boundary
Surrounding Councils Labels
Adjacent Councils

We are an active digital city
Develop and implement a Digital City Plan that delivers infrastructure; enhances the use of data; supports knowledge based industries and improves the city’s attractiveness as a business
destination.Increase the use of real-time data to deliver services and provide information to the public through the roll out of sensors and devices to support disaster responses, public safety
and other initiatives.Invest in data transmission networks including ﬁbre optics, wi-ﬁ and radio technologies to support the provision of real-time information and services to residents and
visitors.Plan a sensor network across the city to monitor transport network use, supporting the management of congestion and providing real-time information to system users on traﬀic
conditions, parking availability and travel alternatives.Work with industry and universities to develop new data analytics systems to inform service delivery and capital investment
programs.Deliver the Open Data Access Program and provide access to information that will build the IT and software development industry.Collaborate with industry and government agencies
to increase the availability of high-speed wi-ﬁ across key precincts in the city.
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Flood mitigation area
Flood mitigation catchment area

Building height in metres indicated on map

Our modern centres create vibrant communities
Implement principal activity centres (Southport CBD, Broadbeach, Robina and Coomera) as the main business areas of the city.Provide clear vision and direction for the future growth of the
CBD; identify and prioritise key projects and optimise opportunities.Implement the City Parking Plan 2015, to improve economic prosperity and urban amenity and to support sustainable
transport choices through a balance of parking options.Deliver the City Place Making Program to facilitate the long-term, integrated planning and development of safe, vibrant public spaces
and neighbourhoods that are valued by local people and are attractive to visitors, strengthening the local community and economic life. Deliver Local Area Transport Schemes that better
integrate road transport, public transport, city freight needs, parking, walking, cycling and land use.Encourage open and accessible parklands and other public spaces in high density areas,
bringing communities together by providing opportunities for social connections.Deliver the Urban Greenspace Program through increased tree planting and landscaping that improves
neighbourhoods and makes areas more attractive through tree lined boulevards and inviting parklands. Develop and implement cycle and pedestrian active transport network plans to guide
future city investment in delivering network improvements.

<all other values>

Special management area

GCCC Boundary

GCCC Boundary
NSW Tweed
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2 Storey (9 metres)* may include a partial third storey subject to code
assessment
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2 Storey (14 metres)

Ocean Labels

3 Storey (15 metres)
3 Storey (16 metres)
4 Storey (19 metres)
4 Storey (20 metres)
HX - Areas identified with 'HX' do not have a building height limit
Please refer to Southport PDA
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We can provide a climate plan that improves people’s lives in ways they can understand and
that they’re willing to ﬁght for. That doesn’t mean just focusing on workers in the most traditional
vestiges of the fossil fuel economy, though, or even on the kinds of green-energy and
infrastructure jobs typically oﬀered as replacements. Rather, it means organizing the working
class as it exists today — the nurses and teachers, care workers and service workers who are
already doing the work that will be foundational to a low-carbon society oriented toward the
ﬂourishing of all, and who can lead the way to a future whose glory can last a lot longer than
thirty years.

ECONOMIC
JUST TRANSITIONS

What would that society look like? In general, it will mean less work all around. But the kind of
work that we’ll need more of in a climate-stable future is work that’s oriented toward sustaining
and improving human life as well as the lives of other species who share our world. That means
teaching, gardening, cooking, and nursing: work that makes people’s lives better without
consuming vast amounts of resources, generating signiﬁcant carbon emissions, or producing
huge amounts of stuﬀ.
[The] fastest growing sectors of the economy are in industries characterized by “pink collar”
labor — nursing, teaching, service work. Green jobs boosters often note that there are more jobs
in solar-panel installation than coal mining these days — but there are also more teachers,
home health aides, and child-care providers. These jobs are done disproportionately by women,
immigrants, and people of color. Organizing these workers would be the way forward for
socialists under any circumstances. Under the dire circumstances we face, insisting that the work
they do is crucial not only to a just and decent society but an ecologically viable one is the way
to win back our future. Labor movements in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries insisted that
workers had built the world in the most literal sense. The labor movement of the twenty-ﬁrst
century needs to foreground the workers who will make it possible for us to live in it.
To put it plainly: pink-collar jobs are green jobs.
CITY OF GOLD COAST AND ECONOMIC PROSPERITY

Is this enough?

Our city’s economy is diverse and innovative
Through the Gold Coast Health and Knowledge Precinct (200 hectare precinct developed in collaboration with the Queensland Government) accelerate the creation of jobs,
attract a talented workforce and increase innovation in the city, delivering a vibrant mixed-use community. Manage the Citywide Innovation and Commercialisation Network
– entrepreneurs working together to innovate ideas and build start-up businesses.Implement a program in partnership with the education sector to promote the Gold Coast
as a world-class education city, attracting more international students to the city. Work with universities and industry sectors to use big data analytics to create new
products, services and goods.Implement the Gold Coast Sport Plan 2013-2023, to develop a sustainable and inclusive sports economy for the city, including a targeted
program to attract high performance sport related business and recruit peak sporting bodies.

2019

Restorative &
Regenerative

EXTRACT FROM:
LIVING, NOT JUST SURVIVING

How might alternative
ownership forms play a role
in advancing the clean-energy
investment agenda?
DE-GROWTH VS A GREEN NEW DEAL
TRANSITION
DESIGN
FRAMEWORK

Visions for transitions to sustainable societies
are based upon the reconception of entire
life-styles that are human scale, place-based, but
globally connected in their exchange of technology, information and culture. These visions are
based upon communities that are in symbiotic
relationships to the ecosystems within which
they are embedded.

Four mutually reinforcing and
co-evolving areas of knowledge,
action and self-reflection

Visions for
Transition
New ways of designing will help
realize the vision but will also change/
evolve it. As the vision evolves, new
ways of designing will continue to be
developed.
The transition to a sustainable society will require
new ways of designing
informed by new mindsets
and postures, knowledge
and skillsets rooted in
visions of sustainable futures

Transition visions must be informed
by new knowledge about natural,
social, and built/designed systems.
This new knowledge will, in turn,
evolve the vision.

New Ways
of Designing

Changes in mindset, posture and
temperament will give rise to new ways
of designing. As new design approaches
evolve, designers’ temperaments
and postures will continue to evolve
and change.

Theories
of Change

Posture
& Mindset

Theories from many varied
fields and disciplines inform
a deep understanding of the
dynamics of change within
natural & social systems

New theories of change will reshape
designers’ temperaments, mindsets and postures. And, these ‘new
ways of being’ in the world will
motivate the search for new, more
relevant knowldege.

Living in & thru transitional times requires
a mindset and posture of openess,
mindfulness, self-reflection, a willingness
to collaborate. It is based upon a new,
more holistic worldview and ecological
paradigm.

thoughts?
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same time worked
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Figure 1. (Irwin, Kossoff and Tonkinwise, 2015)
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The Gold Coast is Australia’s sixth largest city and one of its fastest growing.
Our Gross Region Product (GRP) is estimated to be more than $35 billion, with a ﬁve year average annual growth rate of 4.4 per cent.
With a multi-cultural population of 590,000 people, the Gold Coast is projected to be home to approximately one million people by 2050.

thoughts?

We’re continuing to support and enable future growth to create a modern, globally-connected city.
The City’s Oﬀice of Innovation and Economy is leading digital city and business and investment programs to establish the Gold Coast as Australia’s fastest growing economy,
driven by the adoption of telecommunications and cutting-edge technologies.

Legend
GCCC Boundary
Surrounding Councils Labels
Adjacent Councils
<all other values>
Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim

Our Economic Development Strategy, Destination Tourism Management Plan and Digital City Roadmap set the strategic direction for how we will grow the Gold Coast
economy at a faster rate than the State average, and establish us as one of Australia’s leading digital cities
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Economic Development Strategy

Motorsport facilities
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Agriculture land interface area
Agriculture land
Airport noise exposure area

The City of Gold Coast Economic Development Strategy 2023 provides the framework for our long-term growth and prosperity.

Dual reticulation
Water supply buffer area
Woongoolba flood mitigation catchment area
Flood mitigation area
Flood mitigation catchment area
GCCC Boundary

The strategy reﬂects our commitment to ensuring the local economy continues to thrive in a changing environment.
There are six key themes for delivering the strategy:

NSW Tweed
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Tweed Shire Council
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Surrounding Councils Labels
Adjacent Councils

1. Innovation – foster innovation and entrepreneurial activity.
2. Cultural – build a thriving cultural economy by growing our creative industries.
3. Infrastructure – increase tourism infrastructure in areas such as dive, marine and eco-tourism; improve telecommunications infrastructure and links between business
hubs; and to create a Central Business District.
4. Competitive business – reduce regulation and red tape; and support new business, export and productivity.
5. Workforce – increase study and training in the city in line with business needs; grow our skills base; increase employment options; and raise the city’s global proﬁle as
an education, knowledge and research destination.
6. International – strengthen international partnerships; increase our export base; and attract inward investment.

<all other values>
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Foreshore seawall line
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AGROECOLOGY FOOD
JUST TRANSITIONS

EXTRACT FROM:
A Green New Deal for Agriculture
BEYOND INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE
To pay workers well, to grow a polyculture of crops that can help sequester carbon and battle the
sixth extinction, to farm without chemicals that poison
workers, air, and water — all are militated against by the arrangements of payments that currently
prevail. It’s rarely proﬁtable to farm agroecologically when the rules of the game reward ecological
devastation, worker exploitation, and monoculture.
Corroborating evidence that the food industry is premised on destruction comes from an unlikely
source. A 2012 report by KPMG singled out the food
industry as the most environmentally damaging of any sector, with conservatively calculated
externalities equaling 224 percent of the food industry’s revenues. This is the kind of result that
ought to give defenders of the current food system pause. If this data is correct — and at a
conference of donors in 2015 a senior Nestlé executive suggested that these ratios accurately
reﬂected the ﬁndings of an internal audit at his corporation — then there’s only one conclusion:
there’s no such thing as a sustainable food industry. Either the industry is proﬁtable by dint of its
externalities, or it stops making food and money.
EXTRACT FROM:
Dark Emu
One of the most fundamental diﬀerences between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people is the
understanding of the relationship between people and land. Earth is the mother. Aboriginal people
are born of the earth and individuals within the clan had responsibilities for particular streams,
grasslands, trees, crops, animals and even seasons. The life of the clan was
devoted to continuance

W h a t ’s t h e
a l t e rn a t ive
to
industrial
a g ric u l t u re ?
A G r e e n N e w D e a l fo r A g r i c u l t u r e

30/09/2019

How to Sustainably Feed 10 Billion People by 2050, in 21 Charts

CITY OF GOLD COAST FOOD STRATEGY

The Gold Coast region of Queensland is located in the
south–east corner of the state. The region comprises the local
government areas of Gold Coast and part of Scenic Rim. The
region covers a total area of around 1,900 square kilometres, or
less than 1 per cent of Queensland's total area, and is home to
approximately 606,300 people (ABS 2018).

Is this enough?
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The intensiﬁcation of resource use, language development and social
organisation were in the curve of great change prior to the colonial period
because Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were on the same cognitive trajectory as the
rest of the human family, albeit in a diﬀerent stream and a unique channel in that stream.

Department of Agriculture
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thoughts?

A Five-Course Menu of Solutions for a Sustainable Food
Future
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Have we had the
courage to
address land theft
and return land to
Traditional Owners,
learn from the
original agriculture
of this land and
implement
agroecology

?

There is no silver bullet to close the food, land and GHG mitigation gaps. WRI research [5] on
how to create a sustainable food future has identiﬁed 22 solutions that need to be
simultaneously applied to close these gaps. The relative importance of each solution varies
from country to country. The solutions are organized into a ﬁve-course menu: (1) reduce growth
in demand for food and other agricultural products; (2) increase food production without

https://www.wri.org/print/64577

2/25

Agricultural land in the Gold Coast region occupies 600 square
kilometres, or 32 per cent of the region. Areas classiﬁed as
conservation and natural environments (nature conservation,
protected areas and minimal use) occupy 640 square
kilometres, or 35 per cent of the region. The most common land
use by area is grazing native vegetation, which occupies 390
square kilometres or 21 per cent of the Gold Coast region
(ABARES 2016).
Despite 32% of the Gold Coast being agricultural land, like
many local councils, there is a limited engagement with food
as part of the city’s visions and goals.
City of Gold Coast: Commercial food waste recycling service
Did you know food waste represents up to 50 per cent of the
waste produced in the hospitality industry?

Legend
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<all other values>

City of Gold Coast has implemented a food waste recycling
service to assist our commercial customers to divert as much
waste from landﬁll as possible.
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Water treatment plant
Community infrastructure
Landfill
Motorsport facilities
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Introduced in September 2018, the Commercial Food Waste
Recycling Service enables businesses to remove their food
scraps from the general waste collection. We collect this food
waste and recycle it into compost, which is then used on our
local parks and gardens.
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Agriculture land interface area
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Woongoolba flood mitigation catchment area
Flood mitigation area
Flood mitigation catchment area
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By the end of its ﬁrst quarter, we had successfully diverted 100
tonnes of food waste away from landﬁll - a signiﬁcant
achievement!
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NSW; Tweed
Bushfire hazard area
Medium potential bushfire hazard
High potential bushfire hazard
Very high potential bushfire hazard
Potential bushfire impact buffer
Agriculture land
GCCC Boundary
NSW Tweed
Suburbs Labels
Waterway Labels
ADJACENT_LGA
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EXTRACT FROM:
A Red Deal
Each movement rises against colonial and corporate extractive projects. But what’s often
downplayed is the revolutionary potency of what Indigenous resistance stands for: caretaking
and creating just relations between human and nonhuman worlds on a planet thoroughly
devastated by capitalism.
After all, the image of the Water Protector and the slogan “water is life,” which were
popularized at Standing Rock, are icons of this generation’s climate justice movement. And
both are political positions not exclusively Indigenous, but grounded in decolonization. If
Indigenous movements are foundational to climate justice, then why isn’t decolonization as
well?
The Green New Deal (GND), which looks and sounds like eco-socialism, oﬀers a real chance
at galvanizing popular support for both. While anti-capitalist in spirit and paying lip service
to decolonization, it must go further — and so too must the movements that support it.

POLITICS, POWER &
JUST TRANSITIONS
Who should we take the
lead on managing
the transition?
How the energy transition will reshape geopolitics

That’s why the Red Nation, a Native resistance organization, founded in 2014, recently drafted
a skeleton outline of what we’re calling the Red Deal, focusing on Indigenous treaty rights,
land restoration, sovereignty, self-determination, decolonization, and liberation. We don’t
envision it as a counter program to the GND but rather going beyond it — “‘Red’ because it
prioritizes Indigenous liberation, on one hand, and a revolutionary left position on the other.”
The GND has the potential to connect every social justice struggle — free housing, free health
care, free education, green jobs — to climate change.
Likewise, the Red Deal places anti-capitalism and decolonization as central to each social
justice struggle as well as climate change. The necessity of such a program is grounded in
both the history and future of this land, and it entails the radical transformation of all social
relations between humans and the earth..
CITY OF GOLD COAST PEOPLE CITY SNAPSHOT

Is this enough?

thoughts?
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Date: 01/10/2019
potential in
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away from lobby
groups and big
business and back
into the hands of
the people

?

Our city is safe
We feel secure and conﬁdent in our communities.
We are proud of our city
We are engaged citizens who advocate for our city.
Support the development of a strong culture of volunteering in the city through capitalising on the GC2018 Volunteering Program.
Implement an annual Community Engagement Program, which provides the opportunity for the community to provide views and
feedback, which inform city direction and decision making.
Facilitate Gold Coast City’s Junior Council, which provides students with the opportunity to learn and participate in local government
and community issues.
Develop and implement a collaborative program that celebrates pride in the city and builds a strong and supportive community,
including:
• delivering a program of major civic events featuring local, Australian and international content
• supporting Bleach as the Gold Coast’s signature festival
• building a cultural legacy, through the continued support of local arts and culture organisations.

thoughts?

Deliver the “Who We Are” Program which enables residents to celebrate the city’s diversity through online engagement.
Legend
GCCC Boundary
Surrounding Councils Labels

Our community is inclusive and supportive
We are a diverse community where everyone is welcome, families thrive and people know their neighbours.

Adjacent Councils
<all other values>
Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim
NSW; Tweed
Special management area
Resource area / processing area
Separation area
Transport route
100m transport route separation area
Water treatment plant
Community infrastructure

Our city embraces culture every day
We are a creative community

Legend
GCCC Boundary

Our city provides a wide range of job opportunities
We are a highly skilled and educated community.

Landfill
Motorsport facilities
Sewage treatment plant
Industry interface area
Community infrastructure interface area
Agriculture land interface area
Agriculture land

Surrounding Councils Labels

Airport noise exposure area
Dual reticulation
Water supply buffer area

Adjacent Councils

Woongoolba flood mitigation catchment area
Flood mitigation area

<all other values>
Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim
NSW; Tweed
Local heritage place

Flood mitigation catchment area
GCCC Boundary
NSW Tweed
Suburbs Labels
Waterway Labels
ADJACENT_LGA

Brisbane City Council; Ipswich City Council; Logan City Council; Redlan
Council; Scenic Rim Regional Council
Tweed Shire Council
Ocean Labels

Heritage place

We are an active and healthy community
We enjoy our city and its enviable climate.

Local heritage place
State heritage place
Heritage protection boundary
Local heritage protection boundary
State heritage protection boundary
Heritage adjoining lot

Date: 01/10/2019
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Surrounding Councils Labels
Adjacent Councils
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TRANSPORT
JUST TRANSITIONS

EXTRACT FROM:
STAY GROUNDED

1. A JUST TRANSITION
We must end over-reliance on the most polluting, climate-harming forms of transport
driven by a globalised corporate economy. This requires negotiations and collaborative
planning for a transition that will not be made at the expense of workers in the relevant
sectors – although it does include changes in what we do and how we work. It needs
replacement of failed privatisations with climate-friendly local initiatives, good working
conditions, public ownership and democratic accountability. To achieve this in the face of a
growth-oriented aviation industry also requires overcoming corporate power. We need a
transport system that is democratically regulated and planned, promotes and supports the
common good and that is integrated and ecological.

How have
e-bike, car
sharing,
high-speed rail
and successful
public transport
systems
emerged in
certain
thoughts?
societies?

2. A SHIFT TO OTHER MODES OF TRANSPORT
We must shift from harmful modes of transport to more environmentally sound ones.
Short-haul and some medium-distance freights can be shifted to trains in regions where
relevant railway infrastructure exists, or otherwise onto buses/coaches. Trains don’t
necessarily need to be high-speed but daytime and night services should be attractive,
aﬀordable and powered by renewable energy [7]. Also ships and ferries can be an
alternative, if their energy source is “carbon free” (wind, battery-electric, hydrogen or
ammonia)
3. AN ECONOMY OF SHORT DISTANCES
Freight transport accounts for a signifcant share of carbon emissions. Instead of aiming to
triple the volume of transport by 2050 [8], we need to reduce the demand for goods from
far away and develop localised economies. The aim here is climate protection, not
nationalist-style protectionism. This can and needs to happen alongside maintaining
multi-cultural and open minded societies.
CITY OF GOLD COAST TRANSPORT STRATEGY 2031

This diagram shows the transition from horse-drawn carriage as a primary mode of transportation to that of the automobile. Based on Geels (2005)

14

Is this enough?

The Gold Coast City Transport Strategy 2031 aims to change the way we move around our city. By 2031 we aim for:
public transport to be 12 per cent of all daily trips across the city (up from 3.1% in 2011)
cycling to be 6 per cent of all daily trips across the city (up from 1.9% in 2011)
walking to be 8 per cent of all daily trips across the city (up from 7.1% in 2011)
car travel to be 74 per cent of all daily trips across the city (down from 87.9% in 2011).

2019
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1.
2.
3.
4.

A design overlay
CASE STUDY: Green Square

PLAY OPPORTUNITIES THROUGHOUT
THE PUBLIC REALM
SAFE TRAVEL ROUTES TO ENABLE
CHILDREN’S INDEPENDENCE
PLAY IN HIGH DENSITY HOUSING
SCHOOL NETWORKS WHICH FILTER
INTO THE PUBLIC REALM

City

PLAY PARTNERS

2
Imagine an overlay onto a masterplan which considers opportunities for
children’s play and independent mobility.

PLAY STREETS

Local businesses should be
encouraged to become safe zones for

Quiet streets within the neighbourhood should

children to play and socialise

be identified with potential to become ‘play
streets’ during certain times of the day

A

s a case study, I have considered a masterplan for a new
residential community, located 3.5km from Sydney’s
CBD. The proposed new Green Square development
is estimated to be Australia’s most densely populated
neighbourhood at 22,000 people per square kilometer.
An estimated 2700 primary school aged children and 1800
secondary school aged children are expected to be living in Green Square
47
by 2031 . That is 4500 children, who’s needs should be seriously considered
in the design and planning of this neighbourhood.

SCHOOL NETWORKS

1

Vacant shops and offices can become

4

community classrooms

Imagine if the masterplan had an overlay applied to it, which specifically
considered opportunities for children’s play and active independent
mobility. Using a selected few interventions proposed in this report, we can
already start to engage with the needs of children who will live in this new
community. A number of key questions outlined below should be asked of
the planners, designers and architects during the masterplanning stage:

1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How will children living in this new community walk independently
to school?
Have play opportunities been considered along designated safe
travel routes?
Does every dwelling have access to a play space within a maximum
of 500m?
Has passive surveillance and direct access been considered when
locating play spaces?
Where are the opportunities for children to gather and take
ownership of their community?
Where are the spaces which allow children to run wild, get dirty and
connect with nature?
Are there opportunities for the proposed primary school to filter
into the community infrastructure?
Have opportunities for play within apartment complexes been
considered?

2
4

3

1

3.

2
1

PLAY IN COMMON AREAS

1

4

Apartment lobbies should provide
opportunities for children’s play

OWNERSHIP OF PLAY SPACES
Opportunities

for

play

should

encourage children to take control
over their play environments
ove

Have safety measures been applied to the design of pedestrian
crossings near the proposed primary school?

1
By directly engaging with the children and youth living in the surrounding
suburbs, we can start to delve further into these questions to create
frameworks where policies/ programs and physical interventions can occur.

INCIDENTAL PLAY OPPORTUNITIES
Play opportunities should be
embedded within the public realm

4

STUDENT CURATED GALLERIES
Student art work should be displayed in

2
CHILDREN’S TRAVEL ROUTES
Signage and wayfinding should be implemented
around designated ‘children’s walking routes’

public places including bus stops

28
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active and public
transport, leaving
behind our
congested
commutes
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Finding eﬀective pathways to sustainable mobility:
bridging the science–policy gap

Huge growth in trips
The number of trips made on the Gold Coast will increase by 44 per cent between 2011 and 2031 (up from 2.6 million trips in 2011 to 3.7 million trips in 2031). This means greater pressure and increased
demands on our transport network.
A balanced transport system is the key
To achieve these targets, we need to provide enough capacity to carry an extra 485,000 daily car trips, 370,000 daily public transport trips, 115,000 daily walking trips and 175,000 daily cycle trips in 2031. To
achieve this, we need to manage road space better, eliminate bottlenecks, invest in cycling and walking, extend the light rail network, improve bus services and improve the frequency and capacity of the Gold
Coast railway.

thoughts?

What are our key actions?
Protect our coastal strip from worsening congestionWe will protect the coastal strip between Southport and Coolangatta from worsening congestion by making it a people-focused transit precinct. We will
achieve this by:
Redesignating the Gold Coast Highway as ‘Gold Coast Boulevard’, giving priority to public transport, walking and cycling, with a focus on light rail and bus
Limiting expansion of road capacity along the coastal strip, but upgrading Southport-Burleigh Road to provide a viable alternative route for cars. Under this plan, Southport-Burleigh Road
willCitybeTransport
for Strategy 2031
Gold Coast
traﬀic while the Gold Coast Boulevard will be for people.
Deliver a rapid bus network.
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<all other values>

Special management area

Airport runway

Parkwood station

Griffith
University
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15

2e

Light rail urban renewal area boundary

Nerang

15

Bundall

Build the Intra-Regional Transport Corridor in stages from Coomera to Carrara.

4
6

13

Broadbeach

5

Robina station

Varsity
Lakes

Burleigh
Heads

Varsity Lakes station

4

Deliver a travel behaviour change program for workplaces and introduce ‘workplace travel plans’.

Reedy
Creek

Develop a cycling economy.

2c

3a

Type 1 - Existing node
Type 2 - Existing link

Intersection upgrades including:
Ashmore Road - Currumburra
Road intersection
Ashmore Road - Bundall Road
intersection
Gooding Drive - Robina
Parkway intersection
Southport-Nerang Road Currumburra Road
intersection

2d

Mudgeeraba

Expand the Active School Travel program.

Refer to Southport PDA or Parklands PDA
Pacific Motorway service road types

Develop community boulevards
with priority for pedestrians,
cyclists and public transport at
Coolangatta, Coomera, Robina,
Southport and Surfers Paradise

Bond
University

15

Palm Beach

Elanora

Landfill
Motorsport facilities
Sewage treatment plant
Industry interface area
Community infrastructure interface area
Agriculture land interface area

Airport noise exposure area
Dual reticulation

Woongoolba flood mitigation catchment area
Flood mitigation area
Flood mitigation catchment area
GCCC Boundary
NSW Tweed
Suburbs Labels
Waterway Labels
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Brisbane City Council; Ipswich City Council; Logan City Council; Redland Ci
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Type 4 - Nodal fringe
Type 5 - Future link
Type 6 - Service centre interchange

Smith Street upgrade (M1 to
Olsen Avenue)

12

Type 8 - Inter urban break

Tugun
Coolangatta

3b

Map not to scale

Gold Coast Airport

2g

Type 9 - Cluster node

15
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Springbrook
Figure 4 – Overview of proposed key projects
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Investigate a road corridor
upgrade from Yatala to Steiglitz
to provide for freight
movements

Mermaid
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Transport route
100m transport route separation area

Agriculture land

Frame areas

Upgrade Southport-Burleigh
Road

Robina

Hinze Dam

Primary focus areas

Extend Bermuda Street to
Currumbin Creek Road

Merrimac station

Upgrade the Paciﬁc Motorway, including widening from Mudgeeraba to Elanora.

Light rail urban renewal area

Investigate Southern
Infrastructure Corridor between
Pimpama and Yarrabilba
Preserve Intra-Regional Transport
Corridor from Stapylton to
Coomera

Surfers
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Resource area / processing area
Separation area

Implement freight priority ramps
on the M1

Southport

2f
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Nerang station

Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim
NSW; Tweed

Upgrade M1 between
Mudgeeraba and Elanora

2b
6

Mt
Tamborine

Surrounding Councils Labels
Adjacent Councils

Zone A/B
Area of interest

Upgrade passenger rail between
Beenleigh and Robina, including
new infill stations at Yatala,
Ormeau North, Pimpama, Hope
Island, Parkwood and Merrimac
Additional interchanges on M1 at
Coomera, and construct Coomera
Structure Plan road network

Develop and implement a pedestrian plan for the city.

Legend
GCCC Boundary

Zone A

Complete coastal cycle and
pedestrian routes

Provide bus priority on
Southport-Nerang Road,
Nerang-Broadbeach Road and
Reedy Creek Road

5

Develop and implement a cycle plan for the city.

NSW; Tweed
Airport infrastructure

3a Heavy rail extension to
Elanora
3b Preserve corridor to Airport

Hope
Island

Upper
Coomera

Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim

Expand light rail network
2a Parklands – Parkwood
2b Parklands – Biggera Waters
2c Broadbeach – Gold Coast
Airport
2d Nobby Beach – Robina
2e Surfers Paradise – Bundall
2f Main Beach – The Spit
2g Preserve Airport –
Coolangatta corridor

Ormeau station

Coomera

Implement ‘community boulevards’ and pedestrian priority zones in key locations

Deliver a travel behaviour change programfor communities.

<all other values>

Light rail and station

10

Complete coastal cycle and pedestrian routes.

Support car-sharing schemes.

Adjacent Councils

Train line

6

Deliver ﬂexible public transport services in areas of low demand.

Upgrade Southport-Burleigh Road.

Surrounding Councils Labels

Multi-modal arterial
Train station

Extend the heavy rail line to Elanora and build new stations.

Develop and implement a road network master plan, including a ‘pinch points’ upgrade program, ‘turn left on red’
trial and removal of ineﬀicient transit lanes.

Pacific Motorway

Steiglitz

14

Yatala station

Yatala

Extend the light rail network across the city with support from the private sector.

Deliver an integrated traﬀic management centre.

GCCC Boundary

GCCC boundary
Beenleigh station

Reduce the cost of public transport and develop tourist-friendly ticketing products.

Build green bridges in key locations.

Legend

Legend

Tailoring parking policies to reﬂect local conditions, limiting oﬀ-street parking supply where appropriate.

Tweed City
Council

Railway corridor 100m buffer
State controlled road

C
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Transport noise corridors
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Waterway Labels
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Tweed Shire Council
Ocean Labels
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EXTRACT FROM:
The Case for Retreat

Government oﬀicials who resist retreat share core political, social, and economic concerns.
Retreat is distinct from other kinds of climate-related migration in that it entails not just
relocating a group of people but also unbuilding land and returning it to nature in
perpetuity. Relocation on its own is a politically and socially fraught process, though this
has not stopped governments from forcing people to move for countless development and
regeneration projects in the name of economic and social progress. With retreat, it is thus
the latter act of unbuilding that stirs special fears, even as evidence suggests that those
fears are misguided. Local oﬀicials in the United States, for instance, fear lost income from
property taxes on top of the added costs of maintaining acquired land as open space. But
residential development is itself an expense that easily outweighs its presumed economic
beneﬁts, because the cost of providing services for more people is greater than the
additional taxes they pay. Restoring open space, meanwhile, increases adjacent property
values and provides numerous other economic, social, and health beneﬁts, particularly in
otherwise dense urban areas (Active Living Research 2010), not to mention the extensive
savings that result from mitigating ﬂood damage.
For governments, buying people out once is a far more eﬀective and less expensive means
of ﬂood protection than building and maintaining structural defenses, such as levees and
seawalls, that will become obsolete as ﬂoods worsen and sea levels rise.1 Hard defenses,
moreover, have been shown to increase rather than decrease the costs of ﬂooding, since
the sense of safety they provide works to attract further development (the so-called levee
eﬀect), ultimately placing more people and property at risk. These defenses also have
negative impacts on the environment and on neighboring areas to which they displace
water (Tobin 1995). Despite these costs, many oﬀicials treat unbuilding land and removing
it from the market as the greater risk, though the proﬁts to be gained from remaining in
dangerous places are more uncertain and short-lived than the rewards of retreating from
them are (Jacob 2015; Polefka 2013).
CITY OF GOLD COAST

Is this enough?

Our city is resilient to natural hazards
We can adapt to change

FORCED MIGRATION
JUST TRANSITIONS
Will displaced
coastal populations
relocate into the
parts of
coastal communities
unaﬀected by
sea-level rise?
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Public Culture

it to local officials. Working through the city turned out to be “a dead end,” in
the words of one committee member, and so they focused their efforts on the
state. And they succeeded: less than three months after Sandy’s landfall, Governor
Cuomo announced a state buyout program for affected homeowners. “Climate
change is real,” Cuomo said (2013). “There are some parcels that Mother Nature
owns. She may visit once every few years, but she owns the parcel and when she
comes to visit, she visits.” The state designated the streets selected by the Oakwood Beach Buyout Committee the first “enhanced area” eligible for the program.
Homeowners opting to participate would receive prestorm fair market value for
their damaged houses plus incentives for being in a target area and for relocating
within New York City. “It’s just amazing,” one Oakwood Beach resident said to
me later that year. “We are so lucky.” The governor’s support of Oakwood Beach
encouraged homeowners in at least seven other Staten Island neighborhoods to
organize their own buyout groups, in the hopes of showing that they too shared
the will to retreat and thus should also be included in the program and offered
buyouts (figs. 3 and 4).

Facts About Forced Migration

Migration induced by sea-level rise could reshape
the US population landscape

thoughts?
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Figure 3

Photograph taken by the author, October 5, 2013

Figure 4

Photograph taken by the author, April 26, 2014
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Date: 01/10/2019
welcomed people
forced to migrate
away from their
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Paciﬁc, Torres
Strait and further
aﬁeld
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?

Downloaded from https://read.dukeupress.edu/public-culture/article-pdf/28/2 (79)/359/455501/0280359.pdf
by guest
on 30 September 2019

Implement the Bushﬁre Hazard Reduction Program to minimise bushﬁre risk throughout
the city.
Deliver a ﬂood resilient Gold Coast through the Sustainable Flood Management Program.
Implement recommendations from the Shoreline Management Plan to support coastal
protection.
Manage natural hazard exposure across the city including, slope instability, heatwave,
bushﬁre, ﬂood and storm tide through strategic land-use planning
Deliver a new ﬂood map for the city that supports the City’s management of ﬂood
hazards into the future.
Enhance the City’s ﬂood emergency decision support system.
Develop innovative computer modelling tools for the management of natural hazards.
Use innovative urban design and city planning to promote city resilience.
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Recreational,
Civic And Natural

WATER
JUST TRANSITIONS

EXTRACT FROM:
Long Bongs Burleigh Barrels

It’s 2065. Burleigh is now a place of reciprocal respect, with an Indigenous name change “Burleigh
Heads-Jullurgal” kisses the ocean in new ways. The endless interesting change from the
implications of a 1m to 4m storm surge sea-rise transforms the Point. Much like in 1965 there are
many less people around. The dense populations of low-lying areas around Burleigh Waters long
retreated to higher ground.

Year-to-year variability occurs against the
background drying trend across much
of the southern half of Australia (south
of 26° S). In 17 of the last 20 April to
October periods since 1999, southern
Australia has had below-average rainfall.
Recent years with above-average rainfall
in this region were generally associated
with drivers of higher than usual rainfall
across Australia, such as a strong
negative Indian Ocean Dipole in 2016,
and La Niña in 2010.

On the Point, there has been decades of discovering new value. Experiencing Burleigh Heads as a
natural place now means something much deeper; not a nostalgic experience, but a living, caring
experience in which we, with the rest of the city, learn to live ephemerally at the edge of the sea.

The drying in recent decades across
southern Australia is the most sustained
large-scale change in rainfall since
national records began in 1900.

What kinds of urban
futures would weOceans
envision if we took
Sea surface temperature
seriously both the
biophysical and
political-ecological
aspects of
changing states of
urban water?

E X T R AC T F RO M : STAT E O F T H E C L I M AT E 2 0 1 8

(1998–99 to 2017–18). A decile map shows where rainfall is above average,
average or below average for the recent period, in comparison with the entire
national rainfall record from 1900.
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rainfall for northern Australia
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Anomalies in annual sea surface temperature in the Australian region. Anomalies are the
departures from the 1961–1990 standard averaging period. Sea surface temperatures are
for the Australian region (4–46° S and 94–174° E).
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URBAN WATERSCAPES: The Hydro-Politics of
Flooding in a Sinking City

Warming of the ocean has contributed
to longer and more frequent periods
when the sea surface temperature is in
the upper range of historical baseline
conditions for five days or more, known
as marine heatwaves. There were long
and intense marine heatwaves in the
Tasman Sea and around southeast
Australia and Tasmania from September
2015 to May 2016 and from November
2017 to March 2018. Scientific analysis
shows that the severity of both events
can be attributed to anthropogenic
climate change. Recent marine
heatwaves are linked to coral bleaching
in the Great Barrier Reef (see box on
page 12).

M

The Water Strategy provides an aspirational pathway to guide us as we transition toward a
water sensitive Gold Coast, where issues around water management play a central role in
planning and development.The strategy has been structured to ensure residents and visitors for
years to come can continue to enjoy:• our unique water lifestyle• healthy catchments and
waterways• reliable water services• environmental resilience to changing environment and
extreme events• the beneﬁts of eﬀicient resource usage• our beautiful urban spaces that feature
water and bring the community together.Our future Gold Coast is a city in which vibrant water
environments are central to the planning and design of growth. A city where integrated and
collaborative land use and water planning results in catchment-scale approaches to improving
ﬂood resilience and connecting areas of green and blue to create or enhance ecosystems and
recreation corridors throughout the city’s urban footprint.Our future Gold Coast will be a city
deﬁned by innovation in the provision of water services which deliver eﬀicient and sustainable
outcomes. It will also be a city where infrastructure solutions are integrated, multifunctional and
adaptive. This may include integration of nature-based infrastructure into the landscape to
provide hydraulic and water treatment function and amenity beneﬁts such as a greener
environment and mitigation of the urban heat island eﬀects.
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The ocean surface around
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Australia has warmed,
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the southeast.

Source: Bureau of Meteorology

The ocean surface around Australia has
warmed over recent decades at a similar
rate to the air temperature. Sea surface
temperature in the Australian region
has warmed by around 1 °C since 1910,
with eight of the ten warmest years on
record occurring since 2010. Part of the
East Australian Current now extends
further south, creating an area of more
rapid warming in the Tasman Sea.
This extension is having numerous
impacts on marine ecosystems, including
many marine species extending their
habitat range further south.

h

WE MANAGE OUR RESOURCES FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE.

Very much
below average

The ocean surface around Australia has warmed, contributing to longer and more frequent
marine heatwaves.
Northern wet season (October–April) rainfall deciles for the last 20 years
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Below average

Source: Bureau of Meteorology
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Lowest on record

What is a Water Sensitive City (WSC)?
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Gold Coast
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Rainfall during the northern
wet season has been very
much above average for
the last twenty years.

Highest on record

10

8–9

2–3

Sure, we have a few too many wave pools, but we do have systems in place for care. The Burleigh
Boardriders president in 2065 recalls her grandfather speaking of Burleigh in his early years. He
spoke of the cultural shift needed for the Gold Coast to adapt to its dramatically transformed
climatic future and sustain the local people and their stories that had been there. Her grandfather
predicted a global wave of surﬁng related initiatives that led by example as catalysts for social
and ecological change, just as the global surf community had begun in various ways in the past.
Her grandfather, back in 2040 told his granddaughter we’re on a wave towards an ethics of care
where we desire only those things that sustain our human stories and places. No longer will we
desire increased quantities of stuﬀ. Burleigh Boardriders are local manifestations of this
custodial care, having understood long ago that it’s less about surﬁng and more about creating the
structures out of which the joy of riding waves can continue to emerge.

A WSC represents an aspirational concept in which water has a central role in all aspects of
shaping a city such as planning, service delivery, economic development and lifestyle. The
CRCWSC describes a WSC as one that is liveable, resilient, sustainable and productive; where we
meet future challenges by transforming the way we design, build and manage our cities and
towns. We do this by valuing the contribution water makes to economic development and growth,
our quality of life and well-being, and the ecosystems of which cities are a part. A WSC strives
to enhance biodiversity, encourage connected communities, and foster cultural signiﬁcance. This
protects the health of waterways, reduces ﬂood risk and creates multi-functional, public, green
spaces. Ultimately a WSC recognises how water can both meet the basic needs of society and
also contribute to the creation of connected, vibrant and liveable communities.

This decrease, at an agriculturally and
hydrologically important time of the
year, is linked with a trend towards
higher mean sea level pressure in the
region and a shift in large-scale weather
patterns—more highs and fewer lows.
This increase in mean sea level pressure
across southern latitudes is a known
response to global warming. There has
been a reduction in the number of
cold fronts impacting the southwest,
and a decrease in the incidence and
intensity of weather systems known as
cut-off lows in the southeast regions of
Australia. Cut-off lows bring the majority
of rainfall and the most intense rainfalls
in some regions of eastern Victoria
and Tasmania.

Rainfall decile ranges

The brackish water of Tally creek, always in storm surge ﬂux, plays host to the mighty battle
between the midgies and Irukandjis—the kings of the turbulent place where the freshwater
meets the sea. The battle pales in signiﬁcance to the real estate war between Hybrid GM prawn
farming and the semi-artiﬁcial wave playgrounds scattered up the creek. It takes quite a few to
accommodate the Gold Coast population bulging at 8 million.

CITY OF GOLD COAST WATER STRATEGY 2019-2024

The drying trend has been most evident
in the southwestern and southeastern
corners of the country. The drying
trend is particularly strong between
May to July over southwest Western
Australia, with rainfall since 1970 around
20 per cent less than the average from
1900 to 1969. Since 1999, this reduction
has increased to around 26 per cent.
For the southeast of the continent,
April to October rainfall for the period
1999 to 2018 has decreased by around
11 per cent when compared to the 1900
to 1998 period. This period encompasses
the Millennium Drought, which saw low
annual rainfall totals across the region
from 1997 to 2010.

2019

<all other values>

GILSTON

Brisbane; Ipswich; Logan; Redland; Scenic Rim

Co

mportantly, the strategy will also encourage active community engagement in the care and
protection of our water and natural resources. It is anticipated that this engagement will foster
increased cohesion between members of the community as their sense of place and collective
identity is nurtured through their connection with water. Finally, the strategy encourages linkage
and connection between government, industry and centres of research to ensure best-practice
management of resources and water sensitive decision making and outcomes.To achieve these
goals, there will need to be changes to the way services have traditionally been
delivered.Conventionally, water supply, sewerage and stormwater have each been managed
separately through large-scale, centralised infrastructure. These separate functions will continue
to operate this way, however innovation and adaptation is needed to address key social and
environmental vulnerabilities such as degraded waterways, uncertain and extreme rainfall
patterns and growing community expectations for improved liveability.
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D AY T W O O F T H E F O R U M

d e s i g n fic t i ons

Pictured: design fiction maps from day two of the Gold Coast City Futures Forum.
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Design Briefs
The following pages provide a summary of the design
briefs that were the final outcomes of the forum. All
of these actions can be started by anyone (whether
they attended or not) and Relative Creative is happy to
support where we can.

Pictured: Tristan (top) facilitating the design fiction mapping process.
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tool library
Tool Libraries connected by a network
of community based cooperatives.

Design Brief

Design Brief

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

STATEMENT OF POSITION

SITE FOR TOOL LIBRARY EXPLORE

Write a paper statement of position that
describes ‘culture of repair’ philosophy
for - idea

Subsidised by philanthropist property
SWOT analysis of precedence
(boomerang bags)
SWOT of discussed building

CALL OUT FOR TOOLS
Call out on Facebook
Store in a storage shed
Contact SLQ EDGE

Who
can help?
ARTICLE
ABOUT KEN’S HANDING

Who can help?

Approach media to run the story

Pop-ups
Benchon doco
Natural business
Subsidised lease from property developers

Design Brief

Design Brief

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

YOUNG PERSON LOBBY’S COUNCIL

COMMITTEE FORMS MAKES A MODEL

Funding streams - local + state
Attends as many forums to talk to people /
potential funders
Receive funding seed / piloting “proof of
concept funding”

In the funding the people receive a few
thousand to sit and strategically build the
framework

Who can help?

Who can help?

DOWN KNOWLEDGE

THINGS TO GO IN GRANT APPLICATION
Lobby for a site available on the highway discuss train line stops
Council tram stop tool library
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tool library
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tool library
Community transport
- ride share
Passenger hubs
Car sharing - locals
Cross cultural learning places
and sharing
Stories (forced migration)
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Community
Energy places
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SHARING
HUBS
SHARING RESOURCES
SHARING KNOWLEDGE
SHARING CULTURE
SHARING SUPPORT
SHARING FRIENDSHIP
SHARING JOBS
SHARING WEALTH
SHARING SPACES
TOOL LIBRARY
LIBRARY OF THINGS

highly
vulnerable
population
SCARE
emphasis local hubs
displacement deliberaton
deliberate changing –
MASSIVE

SC

4 day /1 day
Waste management
Recycle
Green space creation / arts etc
“Our garden”
Indigenous teachings /
crossover
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Enabled by
a transport
infrastructure

DELIBERATE
DEMOCRACY

Kids and youth
enabled to participate
and learn skills from
direct practical exposure
in community led business,
orgnisations and
education. Join co-op.
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zine
An independent Burleigh-based zine
sparks the recreation of civil society
and ownership of politics, after which
unions adopt a 4-day work week.

Design Brief

Design Brief

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

CREATION OF A ZINE

SPACE TO DISCUSS IDEAS

Burleigh based with a print run and
digital.
Stories, art and graphics with a focus
on discussion important topics e.g. the 4
day work week.
With the goal to recreate civil society
and ownership of politics.

This could be:
physical
digital
podcasts
online
With the goal to recreate civil society
and ownership of politics.

Who can help?

Who can help?

Relative Creative
Matt Ross (wider contacts)
Local writers, editors, artists and
designers

Relative Creative
Bleached Arts

Design Brief

Design Brief

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

UNIONS TO ADOPT A 4-DAY WORK WEEK

ENGAGE EXISTING PRINT MEDIA WITH
OUR STORIES

Major social changes have been
supported by unions. The four day work
week could be the next one. Consideration
needs to be made in terms of how this
is pitched and further research done on
how it benefits workers as well as the
environment.

While the Liverpuddlian boycott of The Sun
newspaper has been successful, finding
ways to engage with The Bulletin could be
more effective for a Gold Coast audience.

Who can help?

Who can help?

Relationships with local unions need to
be sought and conversations opened.

Everyone, writing letters to the editor
and sharing stories that we feel are
important.
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zine
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zine
4 DAY WEEK
... co-parenting
share resources with
neighbours
Four day work
week - sharing
parental load, increased
community engagement,
increased health, increased
civil engagement + with
recovering our “democracy”?
Increased education of self
(decolonisation)

Bob is
a 65 year old,
retired public servant.
Has arthritis. Lives on the
ground floor of a “re-purposed
high rise commune”. Looks after
Sherly’s 6 year old, Mazy. Sherly
lives on the 10th floor and works at a
local grocery store. Bob and Sherly
eat at the kitchen commune every
evening. Sherly takes care of
l
a
s
r
e
Bob’s finances and a few
univ come
other people in the
in
block.
asic

4 day
work
week

b

Sherly walks
4 days/wk and
on the 5th day
co-h
helps everyone with
abitin
g their finances in the
commune
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GY RA
SY LISE
ST D
EM
S

Transformed
citizens
regenerate economy
community value
sustainable accessibility +
connectivity
design for locals not tourists
remove single vehicle travel
giving back to the land
building resistance
waste management – at the source
sustainable design
earth centred economy
Reconceptualising urban agriculture
the idea of a stranger. natural canopy

Encourage the sharing of
moments with others who
you don't know

CO-OPS AND
SHARED WEALTH

Develop and
promulgate
alternative narratives
of sustainability

FLIP
MID
PYRA TH–
EAR –
E
PLAC ED
R
CENT

Reconceptualising
the idea of a stranger.
Encourage the sharing of
moments with others who
you don't know

Pre
the figu
r
we worl e
d
w
to
live ant
in.

K
AY W NITY
4-D MMU
CO ECT
Y
A
J
1-D PRO

Living in high rise
commune
“re-purposed high
rises”

PYRAMID
MODELS

AVE
TO LE N'
ORT
E
SUPP FOR 'GRE
JOBS JOBS
2050
Bob goes to a repair shop
for: shoes, clothing, tools
And these trades are looked
after well by the community

Theme 3
Produce and consume
Shortly - minimise
Produce less but better (durable),
repairable, share “things”
Consider the energy, water and
other inputs to everything we
produce and consume

Localisation:
More sustainable lives
through access to healthy,
community grown food.
*Gift economy
*Share economy - tool library
Live within 15 km radius of
work, foodsocial / culture / art

1) Community housing
models
2) Shared wealth cooperative (4 day work week)
3)Universal basic income
4) Redefined value systems
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life zones
The Fact Pack, a group of high
school graduates, forms in the 2020s
and prepares a resilience plan for
communities to flee to the ‘Life
Zones’ when disaster strikes in 2030.

Design Brief

Design Brief

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

FACT PACK
Funding for the group.
Funding for the consultation + planning
phase.
GOLD COAST VISION GROUP > FUTURE
VISION
Sustainability invites for FACT PACK
Giving power back to the everyday
citizen by creating a chain of
connections
and holding a
Who
can help?
decentralised participation picnic.
Begin activating the in between
ecologies in the life zones.
Key nodes return micro design briefs on
their local knowledge.

Who can help?

Design Brief

Design Brief

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

What immediate actions are needed
to bring this part of the design
fiction into reality?

GOLD COAST CLIMATE ACTION RESILIENCE
PLAN
Put a call out for community interest and
consultation to join the GC Future Vision
Group via digital campaign
Festival created to gather momentum in all
pockets around the GC. Every Sunday weekly
In-kind Indigenous centres leading the way

Who can help?

Who can help?

Action group of community members
People of influence / representatives
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2020 ‘The plan’ 18
years old Jaz strike
finishes high school and
helps develop the Gold
Coast climate plan

life zones

Gold
Coast ‘Climate
Resilience Plan’ community created and
implemented. Honest +
courageous transparency about
the potential impacts of climate
change. Local migration, flood
mapping then what needs to
happen to foster solutions
that build resilience +
strength in our
community.

UN "LIVE
D
CA ER TH
NO
PY" E
JAZ’S LIVING
COMMUNITY
In the life zone
Camping
Parking
Wildlife

Bio regional
governance

Wildlife to be
considered as part
of the community. Place
making and development
In 2050, sea level rise
that harnesses then
has taken over much
prosperity of people,
residential touristy beach
front land area. But that’s okay,
animals and land

by 2040, city planners realised the
need for nomadic, adaptable living
infrastructure. The Gold Coast is able to
move and change as weather becomes
unpredictable. Houses are flood
proof, with emergency centres and
education that prepares people
dwelling in vulnerable
areas.

se
ea
cr g e
in
d yclin tur
i
p c
c
Ra in stru
fra
in

Ca
w nal
et s
la int
nd o
s

ns

DISASTER
FORCES GC
BET
RESIDENTS TO
WE
DE
EN
SIG
E
FO
CO STAY OR FLEE!
R NT
LO
RES NAT HINKI
GIE
OU URA NG
L
RC
S
E

URMADIC

ES

MT

EZ
ON

Inte
dec grated
olo
reso nizing
man urce
age
men
t

Community
decolonization
programs - schools, unis,
workplaces, individuals.
Truth. Transparency. Honouring
Aboriginal + Torres Strait
Islander knowledge, strength,
resilience + harmonious
relationship to ecology

RESTORING
SENSE OF
WHAT IT IS
TO BE RICH

We see space
as ecosystems
not just... e.g. buffer
zone. It can offer Restorration of land multiple uses.
everyone’s garden

Trigger
Events
Series of natural
disasters force society
to re-evaluate everything.
High rise towels topple in
face of cyclones + storm
surges. GC facade
crumbles. 2030’s.

MG

LIF

io in
at ip t
t N sh m
rs er mg
i
F ad k
le ar
p

More
time outside
- outdoor spaces
incorporated into
events, institutions,
workplaces, active
transport incentive
/ education

Reconnecting
ecological cycles
- movement of water
- movement of species
- carbon cycles
- nutrient cycles
Minimise consumption,
waste maximise
reuse

INTEGRATED
URBAN AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING
Art/cultural
processes enable
prioritising place
literacy ecological.
Inner ecologies > Outer
ecologies

Colectivise the private
backyard

When we go to
‘design’ natural areas
for restoration they are
co-designed. This will take an
industry-scale shift where those in
certain positions have facilitation
skills... maybe we need to run
training programs on how to
do design thinking for natural
resource management.

Let go of how
the environment
should be managed
and arrive with an
open mind to listen to
others: multidisciplinary
and interdisciplinary
managing country.

LAND USE
DRIVEN BY
ECOLOGY

Integrated,
multidiscplinary
land management.
Artists, scientists, council,
managers, community meet
regularly to build/facilitate
new approaches to design
for country. INDIGENOUS
LEADERSHIP IS KEY

People’s parliament
Know neighbours
localisation, spirituality,
happiness index, Indigenous
leadership, re-wilding. Public transport,
bike share, clean economy, local
hubs, fire + flood maps, habitable hubs,
seasonal mobility, strategic planning,
4 day week, universal living wage,
planned retreat, decentralised grid,
wetland rehab, circular water
economy, rainwater harvesting,
native foods, Indigenous
knowledge.
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The design briefs that developed
out of the Gold Coast City Futures
Forum provide some great places
to start action, or in the case of the
Tool Library support David Paynter
who already has this underway.
While these briefs predominantly
offer steps for community action we
believe that there is also need for
action from the City of Gold Coast.
City of Gold Coast should begin to consider
what a just transition would look like on the Gold
Coast, this could be done through a range of
workshops, including adaptations of the City
Futures Forum on a larger scale. It is clear from
exploring the interactive planning maps that
there is a disjuncture between increasing risk
of bushfires and rising sea levels, that restricts
safe space for city residence, likewise there is
clear action that could be taken in improving the
public and active transport systems.
Our key recommendations to community and
local government are as follows:

1. Work as a community
•

The forum showcased a key desired to strengthen existing
community relationships and create new ones as a response to the
climate crisis.

•

Many of the design briefs either speak directly to actions to
strengthen communities, such as providing space to talk and stay in
touch, media to engage with people and plans to work together to
create safe spaces for retreat.

2. City Leadership on the Climate Crisis
•

Cities and councils around the world (and locally) are responding to
the climate crisis by calling a climate emergency, others are taking
direct action to increase mode share of public and active transport,
green city streets through planting vegetation and becoming
water sensitive cities. While the City of Gold Coast is taking steps to
become a water sensitive city more action can be taken.

•

The forum highlighted the importance of properly (with selfdetermination and an Indigenous-led approach) engaging with
Indigenous voices in establishing a pathway for a just transition.

3. Take action
•

It is clear that there is a groundswell of people who want action to
be taken and have many great ideas for how this can be started.

•

Inaction is not due to a lack of ideas around the future we want and
how to get there, all of this can be worked out using a whole range
of techniques, including those we worked on during the Futures
Forum, the biggest gap is finding ways and support to take this
action.

•

City of Gold Coast needs to take responses to forums like this, the
research of our local universities and broader global scientific
consensus seriously and begin to provide communities support to
take action against the climate crisis, this could be in the space of
adaptation or mitigation.
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clim a t e c ri s i s cre a t ive s

clima te crisis
crea tives
Listen to the podcast

Climate Crisis Creatives
Colloquia Sundays

The call for climate justice is lingering through our city
streets louder than ever. Around the world, industries
are making moves to reduce unsustainable practices.
In what ways is the creative industry transitioning to a
green new world?
Four local creative practitioners joined the Gold Coast community in
a conversation about the role of creatives in the climate crisis and the
skills need for a just transition. The panel and audience engaged in a
discussion on how creatives can navigate the climate crisis. Some of the
key suggestions included:
• Develop your politics and a broader understanding of how your practice
is embedded in destructive systems.
• Change may not be possible immediately, but happens incrementally.
• If you are in the position to, take a risk in making people feel
uncomfortable by calling bullshit out where you see it. (This is a
privileged position).
• Having a ’seat at the table’ in projects that may not align with your
politics can result in the opportunity to redirect processes toward
responsible outcomes.
• Creatives possess the power to visualise alternative and desirable visions
of the future for people to see.
• Dig where you stand/gräv där du står. Wherever you stand, get started
with what you’ve got. People will eventually recognise your politics and
appreciate that your practice aligns with it.
• To embrace interdisciplinarity and break down the silos of the creative
industries, don’t limit your inspiration to your discipline, look outwards to
other fields and environment.
Panel members included Yen Trinh, Michael Angus, Bec Barnett and
Annique Goldenberg, moderated by Paula Hardie.

Pictured: community attending the Climate Crisis Creatives panel discussion on day two of the forum.
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